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“A STRONG SIGNAL”

With the pandemic, Nature has given us a strong “signal” and we cannot, whatever the type 
of activity or intervention we want to implement, disregard the respect we owe it, which is 
nothing else that protected ourselves. Disposable masks and  gloves, have become a problem 
in both availability and disposal after use: a problem with a high ecological and contamina-
ting impact.

The possibility of designing and producing a mask as a “personal” accessory, reusable and 
therefore sterilizable after use, was the basis of ENERGIAPURA’s research: not a productive 
reconversion but a continuity of working application on the experience of treating technical 
fabrics and seeking maximum performance in protecting athletes from both atmospheric and 
environmental problems and from accidents due to impact or cut.



ENERGIAPURA REALIZE THE MASK
Thinking of the critical situation that ours and other countries are facing 
in the current situation and the preventive measures imposed, the idea 
was born to create an object of protection for the daily social coexistence 
of work, recreation and sports.
The goal: to create a barrier garment that can protect breathing and that 
at the same time is reusable and reconditionable, after more or less pro-
longed use.
In product design, new technologies offer alternative solutions of tech-
nical fibers that create retractable fabrics with enormous advantages for 
the user himself.
Reconditioning and sanitizing is therefore possible with a normal wa-
shing at 60 ° and a passage of steam of a normal iron, thus allowing to 
have a product washed and sanitized every day.
The reconditionable-reusable product not only becomes a practical so-
lution, but also an ecological one, thinking of the daily use of disposable 
masks whose waste, creates disposal problems with significant environ-
mental impact.
The possibility of printing also allows various companies to personalize it 
with the company logo.

MAIN FEATURES

BREATHABLE ECOLOGICAL RECYCLABLE WASHABLE STERILIZABLE HYPOALLERGENIC





FFP1 - FFP2 - FFP3 WITHOUT VALVE
They have high protection. They protect the wearer and others

FFP1 - FFP2 - FFP3 WITH VALVET
They all have one common feature: better breathing.
They protect the wearer but not the others because the breath comes out of the valve. Worn by those who are positive, it 
infects. FFp3 has almost total protection

SURGERY
It has not Perfect adherence to the face and doesn’t block from mouth and nose the droplets of respiratory secretions

EP PA - 2020 Medical device Class I
Perfect adherence to the face and block from mouth and 
nose the droplets of respiratory secretions

Bacteriological filtration

Outwards

Towards the wearer

Filtering capacity
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Towards the wearer



FABRICS TECHNICAL SHEETS
FABRIC A

FABRIC C

FABRIC B



SAFE MASK SR
AV003U.TEPL02



C9.XH07 / FLUID BLACKC9.YB61 / FLUID FUXIA

8999 / BLACK SOLID COLOR A023 / BIANCO WHITE A668 / BORDEAUX A669 / TOURQUOISE

C4.XH83 / OPTICAL

C9.YB50 / FLUID TURQUOISE

C2.XH09 / LEOPARD SKIN

C9.YB89 / FLUID RAINBOW



SAFE MASK JR
AV003J.TEPL02



C2.XH08 / TIGER

C9.YB50 / FLUID TURQUOISE C9.YB89 / FLUID RAINBOW



SMART
AV009U.TEPL02

Washable, sanitizable, ecological, recyclable, breathable and hypoallergenic CE mask.
Fit close to the face. Elastic lycra fabric webbing to place the mask behind the ears, adjustable alumi-
nium band to adapt the mask on the nose.



V2.XI80 / DESTROYED ANTHRACITE V2.XI86 / DESTROYED ACID V2.XI81 / DESTROYED FUXIA V2.XI82 / DESTROYED TURQUOISE

V1.XI79 / BLACK A022 / BLACK A023 / WHITE A668 / BORDEAUX

A669 / TOURQUOISE A686 / TORTORA A687 / ANTRACITE A685 / BLUE

V6.XI90 / ZEBRA V4.XI88 / MARBLE V5.XI89 / SNAKEV3.XI87 / CAMOUFLAGE



NECK WARMER SR
AA004U.TEPL02

Neck warmer in  elastic fabric, thermic, with CE Medical Face Mask EP-PA-2020 washable, sanitizable, 
ecological , reciclable, breathable, anallergic. Slim fit on the face thanks to the regulation behind the 
head with cord and stopper, adjustable aluminium band to adapt the mask on the nose.



A655 / FLUID TURQUOISE A656 / FLUID BLACK

A663 / LEOPARD SKIN



NECK WARMER JR
AA004J.TEPL02

Neck warmer in  elastic fabric, thermic, with CE Medical Face Mask EP-PA-2020 washable, sanitizable, 
ecological , reciclable, breathable, anallergic. Slim fit on the face thanks to the regulation behind the 
head with cord and stopper, adjustable aluminium band to adapt the mask on the nose.



A655 / FLUID TURQUOISE A656 / FLUID BLACK

A663 / LEOPARD SKIN



AV005U.TEPL02
NECK TUBE SR

Neck warmer in bielastic fabric, confortable, anti-peeling, UV RAYS protection with CE Medical Face 
Mask EP-PA-2020 washable, sanitizable, ecological , reciclable, breathable, anallergic, adjustable alu-
minium band to adapt the mask on the nose.



A655 / FLUID TURQUOISE A656 / FLUID BLACK

A663 / LEOPARD SKIN



NECK TUBE JR
AV005J.TEPL02

Neck warmer in bielastic fabric, confortable, anti-peeling, UV RAYS protection with CE Medical Face 
Mask EP-PA-2020 washable, sanitizable, ecological , reciclable, breathable, anallergic, adjustable alu-
minium band to adapt the mask on the nose.



A655 / FLUID TURQUOISE A656 / FLUID BLACK

A663 / LEOPARD SKIN



AA006U.TS53P0
NECK LIGHT SR

Light multifunctional neck warmer in stretch microfiber, with antibacterial nanotechnological treat-
ment with silver ions. The fabric is made with a special procedure that makes biological adaptation of 
the bacteria impossible. This treatment is perfectly tolerant in contact with the skin, preserves hygiene 
and freshness.



A655 / FLUID TURQUOISE A656 / FLUID BLACK

A663 / LEOPARD SKIN



NECK LIGHT JR
AA006J.TS53P0

Light multifunctional neck warmer in stretch microfiber, with antibacterial nanotechnological treat-
ment with silver ions. The fabric is made with a special procedure that makes biological adaptation of 
the bacteria impossible. This treatment is perfectly tolerant in contact with the skin, preserves hygiene 
and freshness.



A655 / FLUID TURQUOISE A656 / FLUID BLACK

A663 / LEOPARD SKIN



BALACLAVA SR
AF004U.TEPL02

Balaclava in stretch, thermal fabric with washable, sanitizable, ecological, recyclable, breathable and 
hypoallergenic CE EP-PA-2020 mask. The fabric is the same as the Neckwarmer model, adjustable 
aluminium band to adapt the mask on the nose.



A656 / FLUID BLACK



BALACLAVA JR
AF004J.TEPL02

Balaclava in stretch, thermal fabric with washable, sanitizable, ecological, recyclable, breathable and 
hypoallergenic CE EP-PA-2020 mask. The fabric is the same as the Neckwarmer model, adjustable 
aluminium band to adapt the mask on the nose.



A655 / FLUID TURQUOISE




